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Thank you completely much for downloading New Perspectives On Microsoft Oﬃce Access 2013 Comprehensive.Maybe you
have knowledge that, people have look numerous times for their favorite books next this New Perspectives On Microsoft Oﬃce Access
2013 Comprehensive, but stop happening in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a good ebook later than a mug of coﬀee in the afternoon, on the other hand they juggled subsequently some
harmful virus inside their computer. New Perspectives On Microsoft Oﬃce Access 2013 Comprehensive is simple in our digital
library an online permission to it is set as public so you can download it instantly. Our digital library saves in compound countries,
allowing you to acquire the most less latency times to download any of our books past this one. Merely said, the New Perspectives On
Microsoft Oﬃce Access 2013 Comprehensive is universally compatible bearing in mind any devices to read.

KEY=PERSPECTIVES - HANCOCK MARISSA
New Perspectives on Microsoft Access 2013, Brief Cengage Learning With proven pedagogy that emphasizes criticalthinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage, New Perspectives helps students develop the Microsoft Oﬃce 2013
skills they need to be successful in college and beyond. Updated with all new case-based tutorials, New Perspectives
Microsoft Access 2013 continues to engage students in applying skills to real-world situations, making concepts
relevant. A new Troubleshoot case problem enhances critical thinking, and a new tutorial on Managing Your Files helps
students navigate Windows 8. As always, New Perspectives improves learning outcomes and transference of skills by
helping students understand why what they're learning is important. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version. New Perspectives on
Microsoft Oﬃce 2013 First Course, Enhanced Edition Cengage Learning With proven pedagogy that emphasizes criticalthinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage, New Perspectives helps you develop the Microsoft Oﬃce 2013 skills
you need to be successful in college and beyond. Updated with all new case-based tutorials, New Perspectives
Microsoft Oﬃce 2013 engages you in applying skills to real-world situations, making concepts relevant. A new
Troubleshoot type of case problem enhances critical thinking. As always, New Perspectives improves learning
outcomes and transference of skills by helping you understand the importance of what you're learning. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version. New Perspectives on Microsoft Access 2013, Comprehensive Enhanced Edition Cengage Learning Readers
develop the Microsoft Access 2013 skills for academic and career success with this latest edition from the popular New
Perspectives Series. Updated with all-new case-based tutorials, NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT ACCESS 2013,
COMPREHENSIVE ENHANCED EDITION continues to apply MS Access 2013 skills to real situations that fully demonstrate
the relevance of concepts. A proven learning approach emphasizes critical thinking, problem-solving, and in-depth
coverage. A new Troubleshoot case problem enhances analytical skills, while a new tutorial on Managing Your Files
helps readers navigate Windows 8. Readers discover success with MS Access 2013 as NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT
ACCESS 2013 emphasizes the value and application of what they are learning. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version. New
Perspectives on Microsoft Excel 2002 Brief Part of the New Perspectives series, this text oﬀers a case-based, problemsolving approach and innovative technology for meaningful learning of Microsoft Excel 2002. New Perspectives on
Microsoft Access 2013, Comprehensive Cengage Learning With proven pedagogy that emphasizes critical-thinking,
problem-solving, and in-depth coverage, New Perspectives helps students develop the Microsoft Oﬃce 2013 skills they
need to be successful in college and beyond. Updated with all new case-based tutorials, NEW PERSPECTIVES
MICROSOFT ACCESS 2013 continues to engage students in applying skills to real-world situations, making concepts
relevant. A new Troubleshoot case problem enhances critical thinking, and a new tutorial on Managing Your Files helps
students navigate Windows 8. As always, New Perspectives improves learning outcomes and transference of skills by
helping students understand why what they're learning is important. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version. New Perspectives
Microsoft Oﬃce 365 & Access 2016: Comprehensive Cengage Learning Now readers can develop the complete Microsoft
Access 2016 skills needed to be successful in college or the business world beyond with the emphasis on criticalthinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage found in NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & ACCESS
2016: COMPREHENSIVE. Updated with all-new case-based modules, this thorough edition clearly applies the basic and
more advanced skills readers are learning to real-world situations, making the concepts even more relevant. A new
Productivity Apps for School and Work module visually introduces Microsoft OneNote, Sway, Oﬃce Mix and Edge with
fun, hands-on activities. NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & ACCESS 2016: COMPREHENSIVE immediately
demonstrates the importance of the extensive skills highlighted within each module. This edition focuses on
strengthening learning outcomes and transferring the complete skills readers are mastering to other applications and
disciplines for further success. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version. New Perspectives on Microsoft Access 2013, Introductory
Cengage Learning With proven pedagogy that emphasizes critical-thinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage,
New Perspectives helps students develop the Microsoft Oﬃce 2013 skills they need to be successful in college and
beyond. Updated with all new case-based tutorials, New Perspectives Microsoft Access 2013 continues to engage
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students in applying skills to real-world situations, making concepts relevant. A new Troubleshoot case problem
enhances critical thinking, and a new tutorial on Managing Your Files helps students navigate Windows 8. As always,
New Perspectives improves learning outcomes and transference of skills by helping students understand why what
they're learning is important. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version. New Perspectives on Microsoft Excel 2013, Comprehensive
Enhanced Edition Cengage Learning Readers develop the Microsoft Excel 2013 skills for academic and career success
with this latest edition from the popular New Perspectives Series. Updated with all-new case-based tutorials, NEW
PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT EXCEL 2013, COMPREHENSIVE ENHANCED EDITION continues to apply MS Excel 2013 skills
to real situations that fully demonstrate the relevance of concepts. A proven learning approach emphasizes critical
thinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage. A new Troubleshoot case problem enhances analytical skills, while a
new tutorial on Managing Your Files helps readers navigate Windows 8. Readers discover success with MS Excel 2013
as NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT EXCEL 2013 emphasizes the value and application of what they are learning.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version. New Perspectives on Microsoft Oﬃce 2013: Brief Cengage Learning With proven pedagogy that
emphasizes critical-thinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage, New Perspectives helps students develop the
Microsoft Oﬃce 2013 skills they need to be successful in college and beyond. Updated with all new case-based
tutorials, New Perspectives Microsoft Oﬃce 2013 continues to engage students in applying skills to real-world
situations, making concepts relevant. A new Troubleshoot case problem enhances critical thinking, and a new tutorial
on Managing Your Files helps students navigate Windows 8. As always, New Perspectives improves learning outcomes
and transference of skills by helping students understand why what they're learning is important. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
New Perspectives on Microsoft Oﬃce 2013, First Course Cengage Learning With proven pedagogy that emphasizes
critical-thinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage, New Perspectives helps students develop the Microsoft
Oﬃce 2013 skills they need to be successful in college and beyond. Updated with all new case-based tutorials, New
Perspectives Microsoft Oﬃce 2013 continues to engage students in applying skills to real-world situations, making
concepts relevant. A new Troubleshoot case problem enhances critical thinking, and a new tutorial on Managing Your
Files helps students navigate Windows 8. As always, New Perspectives improves learning outcomes and transference
of skills by helping students understand why what they're learning is important. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version. New
Perspectives on Microsoft Word 2013 + Microsoft Oﬃce 365 180-day Trial, 6-month Access + Mindtap Computing, 6month Access New Perspectives on Microsoft Excel 2013, Comprehensive Enhanced Edition Cengage Learning Readers
develop the Microsoft Excel 2013 skills for academic and career success with this latest edition from the popular New
Perspectives Series. Updated with all-new case-based tutorials, NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT EXCEL 2013,
COMPREHENSIVE ENHANCED EDITION continues to apply MS Excel 2013 skills to real situations that fully demonstrate
the relevance of concepts. A proven learning approach emphasizes critical thinking, problem-solving, and in-depth
coverage. A new Troubleshoot case problem enhances analytical skills, while a new tutorial on Managing Your Files
helps readers navigate Windows 8. Readers discover success with MS Excel 2013 as NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT
EXCEL 2013 emphasizes the value and application of what they are learning. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version. New
Perspectives on Microsoft Oﬃce 2013 First Course + Mindtap Computing, 12-month Access New Perspectives on
Microsoft Oﬃce 2013 First Course + Microsoft Outlook 2013 Introductory + Sam 2013 Assessment, 6-month Access
Succeeding in Business with Microsoft Excel 2013: A Problem-Solving Approach Cengage Learning SUCCEEDING IN
BUSINESS WITH MICROSOFT OFFICE EXCEL 2013 prepares your students to solve business problems by moving beyond
the basic point and click skills to think critically about realistic business situations. When students combine software
analysis with their own decision making abilities, they are more likely meet any business challenge with success. The
Succeeding in Business Series emphasizes problem-solving, critical thinking, and analysis - challenging students to
ﬁnd eﬃcient and eﬀective solutions. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version. New Perspectives Microsoft Oﬃce 365 & Oﬃce 2019
Introductory Cengage Learning Develop the Microsoft Oﬃce 365 and Oﬃce 2019 skills students need to be successful
in college and beyond with the emphasis on critical-thinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage found in NEW
PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & OFFICE 2019: INTRODUCTORY. Updated with all-new case scenarios, this
edition clearly applies the skills students are learning to real-world situations to make concepts even more relevant
across the applications and reinforces critical skills to make them successful in their educational and professional
careers. NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & OFFICE 2019: INTRODUCTORY demonstrates the importance of
what students are learning while strengthening your skills and helping students transfer those skills to other
applications and disciplines for further success. In addition, MindTap and updated SAM (Skills Assessment Manager)
online resources are available to guide additional study and ensure successful results. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version. New
Perspectives Microsoft Oﬃce 365 & Access 2016: Intermediate Cengage Learning Now readers can develop the higherlevel Microsoft Access 2016 skills needed to be successful in college or the business world beyond with the emphasis
on critical-thinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage found in NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 &
ACCESS 2016: INTERMEDIATE. Updated with all new case-based modules, this edition clearly applies the basic and
more advanced skills readers are learning to real-world situations, making the concepts even more relevant. New
Productivity Apps for the Work and School module visually introduce Microsoft OneNote, Sway, Oﬃce Mix and Edge
with fun, hands-on activities. NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & ACCESS 2016: INTERMEDIATE immediately
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demonstrates the importance of the advanced skills highlighted within each module. This edition focuses on
strengthening learning outcomes and transferring skills to other applications and disciplines for further success.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version. Microsoft Access 2013 Step by Step Pearson Education Experience learning made easy—and quickly
teach yourself how to build your own database with Access 2013. With Step by Step, you set the pace—building and
practicing the skills you need, just when you them! Includes downloadable practice ﬁles and a companion eBook. Build
a database from scratch or ready templates Create easy-to-use data-entry forms Write queries to extract and
manipulate data Design reports to summarize data in eﬀective ways Import data from other databases and documents
New Perspectives Microsoft Oﬃce 365 and Word 2019 Comprehensive Course Technology Develop the Microsoft®
Oﬃce 365 and Word 2019 skills students need to be successful in college and beyond with the emphasis on criticalthinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage found in NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & WORD 2019
COMPREHENSIVE. Updated with all-new case scenarios, this edition clearly applies the skills students are learning to
real-world situations to make concepts even more relevant across the applications and reinforces critical skills to make
them successful in their educational and professional careers. NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & WORD
2019 COMPREHENSIVE demonstrates the importance of what students are learning while strengthening your skills and
helping students transfer those skills to other applications and disciplines for further success. In addition, MindTap
and updated SAM (Skills Assessment Manager) online resources are available to guide additional study and ensure
successful results. New Perspectives on Microsoft Word 2013, Brief Cengage Learning With proven pedagogy that
emphasizes critical-thinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage, New Perspectives helps students develop the
Microsoft Oﬃce 2013 skills they need to be successful in college and beyond. Updated with all new case-based
tutorials, New Perspectives Microsoft Word 2013 continues to engage students in applying skills to real-world
situations, making concepts relevant. A new Troubleshoot case problem enhances critical thinking, and a new tutorial
on Managing Your Files helps students navigate Windows 8. As always, New Perspectives improves learning outcomes
and transference of skills by helping students understand why what they're learning is important. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Extend Microsoft Access Applications to the Cloud Pearson Education Learn how to create an Access web app, and
move your database into the cloud. This practical book shows you how to design an Access web app for Microsoft
Oﬃce 365, and convert existing Access desktop databases to a web app as well. You'll quickly learn your way around
the web app design environment, including how to capitalize on its strengths and avoid the pitfalls. You don't need any
special web skills to get started. Discover how to: Make your desktop database compatible with web app table
structures Create tables, views, and queries Customize the table selector and work with popup views to provide a
navigation interface Implement business rules using the Macro Programming Tools Develop using Oﬃce 365 and
SharePoint 2013 Use SQL Azure to investigate how your web app is structured Design, test, and troubleshoot Data
Macros Understand how security links between a web app and Oﬃce 365 Deploy a public facing web app on your Oﬃce
365 public website New Perspectives on Microsoft Oﬃce 2013 First Course With proven pedagogy that emphasizes
critical-thinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage, New Perspectives helps students develop the Microsoft
Oﬃce 2013 skills they need to be successful in college and beyond. Updated with all new case-based tutorials, New
Perspectives Microsoft Oﬃce 2013 continues to engage students in applying skills to real-world situations, making
concepts relevant. A new Troubleshoot case problem enhances critical thinking, and a new tutorial on Managing Your
Files helps students navigate Windows 8. As always, New Perspectives improves learning outcomes and transference
of skills by helping students understand why what they're learning is important. Essentials of Business Analytics
Cengage Learning ESSENTIALS OF BUSINESS ANALYTICS, 2e can be used by students who have previously taken a
course on basic statistical methods as well as students who have not had a prior course in statistics. The expanded
material in the second edition of Essentials of Business Analytics also makes it amenable to a two-course sequence in
business statistics and analytics. All statistical concepts contained in this textbook are presented from a business
analytics perspective using practical business examples. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version. Business Analytics Cengage AU
Present the full range of analytics -- from descriptive and predictive to prescriptive analytics -- with
Camm/Cochran/Fry/Ohlmann's market-leading BUSINESS ANALYTICS, 4E. Clear, step-by-step instructions teach
students how to use Excel, Tableau, R and JMP Pro to solve more advanced analytics concepts. As instructor, you have
the ﬂexibility to choose your preferred software for teaching concepts. Extensive solutions to problems and cases save
grading time, while providing students with critical practice. This edition covers topics beyond the traditional
quantitative concepts, such as data visualization and data mining, which are increasingly important in today's
analytical problem solving. In addition, MindTap and WebAssign customizable digital course solutions oﬀer an
interactive eBook, auto-graded exercises from the printed book, algorithmic practice problems with solutions and
Exploring Analytics visualizations to strengthen students' understanding of course concepts. New Perspectives on
Microsoft Word 2013 + LMS Integrated for SAM 2013 Assessment, Training, and Projects with MindTap Reader, 1-Term
Access + Microsoft Oﬃce 2013 180 Day Trial, PC Version Printed Acc New Perspectives on Microsoft PowerPoint 2013,
Brief Cengage Learning With proven pedagogy that emphasizes critical-thinking, problem-solving, and in-depth
coverage, New Perspectives helps students develop the Microsoft Oﬃce 2013 skills they need to be successful in
college and beyond. Updated with all new case-based tutorials, New Perspectives Microsoft PowerPoint 2013 continues
to engage students in applying skills to real-world situations, making concepts relevant. A new Troubleshoot case
problem enhances critical thinking, and a new tutorial on Managing Your Files helps students navigate Windows 8. As
always, New Perspectives improves learning outcomes and transference of skills by helping students understand why
what they're learning is important. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
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product text may not be available in the ebook version. Access 2013 All-in-One For Dummies John Wiley & Sons Get
started with the new Access 2013 with this impressive all-in-one reference! Microsoft Access allows you to store,
organize, view, analyze, and share data; the new release enables you to build even more powerful, custom database
solutions that integrate with the web and enterprise data sources. This compilation of nine indispensible minibooks is
exactly what you need to get up to speed on the latest changes to Access. This easy-to-understand resource provides
both new and experienced Access users with invaluable advice for connecting Access to SQL Server, manipulating data
locally, getting up to speed on the latest features of Access 2013, creating queries and macros, and much more. From
the basics to advanced functions, this book is what you need to make Access more accessible. Shows you how to store,
organize, view, analyze, and share data using Access 2013 Includes nine minibooks that cover such topics as database
design, tables, queries, forms, reports, macros, database administration, securing data, programming with Visual
Basic for Applications (VBA), and using Access with the web Helps you build database solutions that integrate with the
web and other enterprise data solutions Oﬀers plenty of techniques, tips, and tricks to help you get the most out of
Access This all-in-one guide oﬀers you access to all things Access 2013! New Perspectives Microsoft Oﬃce 365 & Excel
2019 Comprehensive Congressional Record Proceedings and Debates of the ... Congress Human Resource Information
Systems Basics, Applications, and Future Directions SAGE Publications Human Resource Information Systems, edited
by Michael J. Kavanagh and Richard D. Johnson, is a one-of-a-kind book that provides a thorough introduction to the
ﬁeld of Human Resource Information Systems (HRIS) and shows how organizations today can leverage HRIS to make
better people decisions and manage talent more eﬀectively. Unlike other texts that overwhelm students with technical
information and jargon, this revised Fourth Edition oﬀers a balanced approach in dealing with HR issues and IT/IS
issues by drawing from experts in both areas. Numerous examples, best practices, discussion questions, and case
studies make this the most student-friendly and current text on the market. New to This Edition A new chapter on
social media explores how organizations can use social networks to recruit and select the best candidates. A new HRIS
Expert feature spotlights real-world practitioners who share best practices and insights into how chapter concepts
aﬀect HR professions. New and expanded coverage of key trends such as information security, privacy, cloud
computing, talent management software, and HR analytics is included. Shelly Cashman Microsoft Oﬃce 2016
Introductory New Perspectives Microsoft Oﬃce 365 & Access 2016: Introductory Cengage Learning Now readers can
develop the Microsoft Oﬃce and Access 2016 skills needed to be successful in college or the business world beyond
with the emphasis on critical-thinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage found in NEW PERSPECTIVES
MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & ACCESS 2016: INTRODUCTORY. Updated with all new case-based modules, this edition
clearly applies the skills readers are learning to real-world situations, making the concepts even more relevant. New
Productivity Apps for the Work and School module visually introduce Microsoft OneNote, Sway, Oﬃce Mix and Edge
with fun, hands-on activities. NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & EXCEL 2016: INTRODUCTORY help readers
understand the importance of what they’re learning. This edition focuses on strengthening learning outcomes and
transferring skills to other applications and disciplines for further success. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version. The World Book
Encyclopedia An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high, and senior high school
students. Concepts of Biology Concepts of Biology is designed for the single-semester introduction to biology course
for non-science majors, which for many students is their only college-level science course. As such, this course
represents an important opportunity for students to develop the necessary knowledge, tools, and skills to make
informed decisions as they continue with their lives. Rather than being mired down with facts and vocabulary, the
typical non-science major student needs information presented in a way that is easy to read and understand. Even
more importantly, the content should be meaningful. Students do much better when they understand why biology is
relevant to their everyday lives. For these reasons, Concepts of Biology is grounded on an evolutionary basis and
includes exciting features that highlight careers in the biological sciences and everyday applications of the concepts at
hand.We also strive to show the interconnectedness of topics within this extremely broad discipline. In order to meet
the needs of today's instructors and students, we maintain the overall organization and coverage found in most syllabi
for this course. A strength of Concepts of Biology is that instructors can customize the book, adapting it to the
approach that works best in their classroom. Concepts of Biology also includes an innovative art program that
incorporates critical thinking and clicker questions to help students understand--and apply--key concepts. Discovering
Computers and Microsoftr Oﬃce 2010 A Fundamental Combined Approach DISCOVERING COMPUTERS& MICROSOFT
OFFICE 2010: A FUNDAMENTAL COMBINED APPROACH, International Edition is designed to provide you with everything
you need for your Intro to Computers course in ONE book. This new oﬀering from the Shelly Cashman Series®
combines the best selling Discovering Computers, computer concepts material with the step-by-step Microsoft Oﬃce
2010 applications content to provide you and your students with a single oﬀering for your Intro to Computers course.
Seeing Spells Achieving Mx Pub Have you ever wished you could improve your reading, writing, spelling, maths, and
your memory and learning skills? This title takes you through a series of simple logical steps which build on each other
to enable you or your children to visualise your way to success, developing skills you already possess. Microbiology
"Microbiology covers the scope and sequence requirements for a single-semester microbiology course for non-majors.
The book presents the core concepts of microbiology with a focus on applications for careers in allied health. The
pedagogical features of the text make the material interesting and accessible while maintaining the career-application
focus and scientiﬁc rigor inherent in the subject matter. Microbiology's art program enhances students' understanding
of concepts through clear and eﬀective illustrations, diagrams, and photographs. Microbiology is produced through a
collaborative publishing agreement between OpenStax and the American Society for Microbiology Press. The book
aligns with the curriculum guidelines of the American Society for Microbiology."--BC Campus website. The Associated
Press Stylebook 2015 Basic Books A fully revised and updated edition of the bible of the newspaper industry
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Introductory Statistics Introductory Statistics is designed for the one-semester, introduction to statistics course and is
geared toward students majoring in ﬁelds other than math or engineering. This text assumes students have been
exposed to intermediate algebra, and it focuses on the applications of statistical knowledge rather than the theory
behind it. The foundation of this textbook is Collaborative Statistics, by Barbara Illowsky and Susan Dean. Additional
topics, examples, and ample opportunities for practice have been added to each chapter. The development choices for
this textbook were made with the guidance of many faculty members who are deeply involved in teaching this course.
These choices led to innovations in art, terminology, and practical applications, all with a goal of increasing relevance
and accessibility for students. We strove to make the discipline meaningful, so that students can draw from it a
working knowledge that will enrich their future studies and help them make sense of the world around them. Coverage
and Scope Chapter 1 Sampling and Data Chapter 2 Descriptive Statistics Chapter 3 Probability Topics Chapter 4
Discrete Random Variables Chapter 5 Continuous Random Variables Chapter 6 The Normal Distribution Chapter 7 The
Central Limit Theorem Chapter 8 Conﬁdence Intervals Chapter 9 Hypothesis Testing with One Sample Chapter 10
Hypothesis Testing with Two Samples Chapter 11 The Chi-Square Distribution Chapter 12 Linear Regression and
Correlation Chapter 13 F Distribution and One-Way ANOVA Microsoft Access 2013: Illustrated Brief Cengage Learning
Praised by instructors for its concise, focused approach and user-friendly format, the Illustrated Series engages both
computer rookies and hot shots in mastering Microsoft Access 2013 quickly and eﬃciently. Skills are accessible and
easy-to-follow thanks to the Illustrated Series' hallmark 2-page layout, which allows students to see an entire task in
one view. New Learning Outcomes outline the skills covered in each lesson, and larger full-color screens represent
exactly what students should see on their own computers. Each unit begins with a brief overview of the principles of
the lesson, and introduces a case study for further application. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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